
BIKES - FACTS AND FIGURES 
Bicycles for Poles - much more than means of transport to travel 
from A to B. More and more often we yearn for beautiful and modern 
two-wheelers to replace old, dusty ones which rest in the cellar 
depths. Where do you usually buy bicycles which have won  
our hearts? > page 12 

2017’S TRENDS 
Revolution is no longer fashionable! In the recent years we have 
seen meticulous work to push cycling developed and set trends. 
These changes are often invisible to the those uninitiated  
in technical nuances. We advise how to recognize  
and appreciate ground-breaking technologies. > page 3
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It all started with .... a Bobo!
He was presented the first bike when in kindergarten -it was the red Bobo that triggered the 
passion for two-wheelers. Each of his bikes has had its own history. One of them has ended up 
in Olsztyn museum. Andrzej Mochoń, Targi Kielce President of Board talks about bicycles and 
biking

Do you ride a bike often?
Of course! A Polish bicycle Bobo. It was red - I used to ride it at my kindergarten times. A navy-blue 
bike for teenagers was second and the Hurricane racing-bike was third. I feel the strongest senti-
mental attachment to the latter. I had been saving up to buy it when I was at the elementary school. 
A dream-bike would cost as much as my mother’s two salaries. Hurricane had lasted out long, I had 
it with me wherever I moved. I gave it away a few years ago, at the KIELCE BIKE-EXPO, now the bike 
is on show at the Bicycle Museum in Olsztyn

You ride a bicycle?
Whenever I have some free time and the weather is permitting, I try to enjoy a ride. This pleasant 
activity benefits our well-being and health.

Do you have just one bike?
There are four bikes in the garage. There are two mountain bikes; one 20-year-old bike with 26-
inch wheels. The other, 29-inch bike is newer. I also have a trekking bike and trekking-roadster 
hybrid. 

Bicycle-lovers often like tinkering. How about you?
I used to do it, I would even tinker with my moped. I had a iconic Komar produced at Bydgoszcz 
Bike Factory. Now there is a great bicycle workshop just round the corner, all repairs are in the hands 
of specialists now.

When going for a ride, what routes do you usually choose?
I tend to ride in forests or along tracks without cars, pedestrians and road signs. Away from the 
city’s hustle and bustle. Being close to nature is much better than a visit to a spa. 

What is Andrzej Mochoń’s vission of a bike of the future?
Such bikes are already displayed at the expo. I think that they will soon become popular and 
appear on roads. I speaking about electric bicycles because they are the trend-setters for the 
coming years. Bicycle will also become lighter, plastics will be used in production processes. 
I think that elements like a steel frame will soon become a thing of the past.

Interview with Andrzej Mochoń PhD - Targi Kielce President of Board 
by Patrycja Pawlik, Targi Kielce

There is no doubt about it - Targi Kielce 
BIKE-EXPO is Poland’s bicycle industry festival. 
Year after year the event has been growing and 
gaining importance. The expo development 
and undeniable success can be attributed to 
its organizers - Targi Kielce and the Polish Cy-
cling Association. Comprehensive bicycle in-
dustry representation - manufacturers, import-
ers, distributors, retailers, professional press 
and many others will soon be brought together 
in Kielce. This year’s event is staged in the 6 
expo halls and hosts guests from 11 countries. 
The Bike-Expo reputation and prestige has 
continually increased to make it Central and 
Eastern Europe’s largest bicycle trade-show. 
Following previous years’ tradition, the event 
will be the stage to present the latest trends, 
ground-breaking technologies, technical inno-
vations and the newest bicycle parts, acces-
sories and bikes collections which will become 
market-hits of 2017’s season. Once again the 
fairgrounds presentations include a special 
testing zone for electric and unusual bikes. Just 
like in previous years we will witness the Kielce 
BIKE-EXPO Marathon. The first two expo days 
welcome bicycle business-insiders. Saturday is 
the open day for all those who love biking.

You are most welcome to make a tour over the 
7th Targi Kielce BIKE-EXPO.

Krzysztof Dylewski
Polish Cycling Association President 

KIELCE BIKE-EXPO co-organisers

C O N T A C T
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City fashion
The city is dominated by pastels - stylish ladies 
bikes feature mint, dusky-pink and latte mac-
chiato (the frame colour and a drink in a bottle 
attached). Elegant city bikes are offered by Ro-
met, Le Grand, Cossack and Creme. A wicker 
basket on handle bars and a large, flamboyant 
bicycle-bell are must-have equipment. Women 
often use bells to show that the queen of the 
urban jungle is approaching. Relaxed and 
comfy - with the wide and soft, „couch-like” 
saddles (eg. Pin Up Girl). Flashy designs have 
given way to subdued elegance. Cyclists who 
like to attract attention should visit the Polka Bi-

2017’s
trends 
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In the past, it was sufficient to say that a new bike has a new wheel diameter 
for it to be regarded superior to its competitors. Today, wheels diameter does 
not define a bicycle as modern or obsolete. Fine-tunes geometry, i.e. distanc-
es between particular touch-points between a cyclist and its bike allows to 
match customers’ particular, specific needs. Bikes have therefore become ex-
tremely specialized. Within particular specialities they advance, become more 
efficient, bring more pleasure. This, however requires more expertise when it 
comes to selecting a bike. Bikes’ features are not visible to the naked eye. It is 
difficult to point them out at a booth, exhibition or in a shop. Only true special-
ists can track and identify particular characteristics. Take a look at our guide 
and discover hard-to-grasp changes 
in bicycle technology and the amaz-
ing cycling trends.

Modern Peloton series „PAN TU NIE STAŁ” - at a first glance the outfits look just like everyday garments. In design, howev-
er a specific cut was introduced to make bicycle use easier. Technical fabric favour intensive sport activity.
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kes booth or come and see the Medano stylish 
cruisers. Bicycle fashion trends have their own 
rules. This season casual look reigns supreme - 
easy and comfortable ... seemingly not-the-bike 
style. What does that mean? Civil-type T-shirts 
of specialised fabrics, such as ones offered by 
Rocday - a Polish brand . Bicycle shorts disgu-
ised as regular-ones, like Endura Urban Cargo. 
What about the ladies? Krakow ULKi brad offers 
oversize-cut sweatshirt and stylish, transparent 
capes. An absolute must have of recent se-
asons, both for women and men are flamboy-
ant, mid-calf length socks. It is an inexpensive 
way to boost cycling accessories garments as-
sortment. 

Long, low, flat 
Those who take part in MTB bike market-laun-
ches have heard the same slogan, regardless 
the continent: Our bike is now a long, low and 
flat. Some add that their bikes have always 
been longer, lower and flatter compared to 
competitors. What is it all about? The evolution 
of the off-road bicycle’s geometry depends on 
the routes it used on. Initially, those built on uti-
lity bikes’ frames were in demand; they were 
easy to ride, insensitive to obstructions that 
could knock them out of control. What followed 
was the era of higher bike-efficiency at the turn  
of the century. The-then XC racing routes trigge-
red the change. Mostly wide gravel trails gave 
the edge to those who had been in road races 
previously. MTB geometry replicated the race 
bike geometry and industry-standard 71/73 
angles has become unattainable role-model. 
Times keep on changing. Mainly influenced by 
videos and photos from Vancouver North Sho-
re, bikes started to evolve to meet the challen-
ging trails. Initial „progressive” designs copied 
downhill bikes - compact, with narrow angles. 
This proved to be a dead-end-street, though. 
Geometry created to go down steep slopes, to 
overcome great hurdles and to jump turned out 
unfit for riding. Riding up the hill was virtually 
impossible. With 68 degrees angle or less for 
the frame head-tube, handlebars came closer 
to the saddle. It was hardly possible to push pe-

dals to generate power. Small seat-tube angle 
(less than 70 degrees) pulled a rider to the rear 
allowing then to keep more suitable distance, 
but at the same time hampered pedalling rhy-
thm faster than 60 - 70 rpm. That had to change, 
especially because there were more and more 
routes along narrow, crooked, up and downhill 
paths full of hurdles. These trails turned out to 
offer most excitement and adrenaline. They also 
looked best in pictures presented in magazines 

and in camera-caught films put in large num-
bers on-line bike-portals. In order to maintain 
the desired head-angle „flat”, designers had to 
make introduce major changes in bike-frame 
geometry for it to be used in rough, up and do-
wnhill terrain. The parameter that had to chan-
ge was the top tube length. The only way was 
to extend seat and the handle bar distance so 
that the cyclist can easily push pedals and keep 
a flat H/T angle for easier downhill rides. S/T 

Elegance and unpretentious Le Grand bikes’ looks - 
perfect for daily commuting and recreation.

Kross Level B+ - the first bicycle in history designed in Poland and by Poles. With this bike we won the 
Olympic Games medal! Its modern geometry perfectly stood the test of technically demanding race.

Merida Big Nine is long, low and flat. 

Ulki - a fresh 
brand for cycling 
fashionistas.
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angle was large enough for pedalling at high 
speed. In XC bikes the length of the top tube 
reached incredible parameters of 615-620 mm,  
which is nothing strange for trail bikes. Endu-
ro may have the length of about 630 mm. At 
about the same time it was realized that the top 
tube length parameter does not reflect the fra-
me character. It was decided to introduce the 
concept of reach and stack. Now producers  
of MTB frames for XC races, for example Kross, 
choose the geometry so that reach is 416 mm 
in XC and XCM. Trail bikes 27.5 „with 130 mm 
travel, angles have the values of 67 ° / 74 ° and 
the frame length (reach) is 435 mm.

„Plus” wheels
Wide tyres called „plus” are not just a flavour-
-of-the-month; it has been another season in 
a row for companies to „go wider”. This is to 
the benefit of all. The same frame in Boost stan-
dard can have 29 and 27.5” Plus wheels. This 
can significantly increase the versatility of a par-
ticular model. Also companies find the system 
in which one frame can develop into two com-
pletely different bike-series safer. Companies 
go down with costs, extends offer. Win-win situ-
ation for all. It is interesting to know that this is 
not only MTB practice! With the advent of gravel 
bikes, road-bike manufacturers also suggest 
wheels replacement. One wheel set comprises 
a racing and a gravel bike. 

How about the handle-bars?
Recently we have more often seen really wide 
handlebars. Customers’ first impulse is to ask 
why? Once, one of the most popular MTB ac-
cessories were handlebar horn-like bar-ends. 
Today they have virtually disappeared, though 
once it used to be must-have piece of equip-
ment. They were used by everyone - by profes-
sionals such as Bart Brentjens and Paola Pez-
zo, the first Olympic MTB gold-medal winners. 
Amateurs were also eager to have them. Today 

-ends were a direct result of handlebars wider 
than the inopportune 560-580 mm. Wider han-
dlebars have not been introduced just becau-
se they looked better. It has nothing to do with 
a battle against door producers, though it is 
not always easy to push a bike through. This 
is a direct consequence of geometry changes 
brought about by larger wheels! Greater sta-
bility offered by large wheels causes bigger 
inertia. This requires stronger handle-bar turn-
-impulse. These elements triggered the change 
in style and techniques. This is much more than 
a whim, this is the answer to increased MTB ro-
utes difficulty. Suffices to say that today’s World 
Cup XC routes look almost the same as the DH 
ones 20 years ago. Contestants use bicycles 
which, for a layman barely differ little from the 
turn-of-the-century bike. The biggest change 
in the bikes which has taken place before our 
eyes is not only the suspension travel increase 
or the number of gear ratios. These have mainly 
been small changes in geometry, imperceptible 
differences in wheel or handlebar sizes. These 
are symbolised with horn bar-ends, or better to 
say - bar-ends’ dissapearance.

All-mountain renaissance
Collections are comprised of new and upgra-
ded models, but the „all-mnt” bicycle i.e. trail 
bike definition is still unclear. This has become 
a very wide category as it has included XCM-
-related bikes the one hand and competitive 
enduro on the other. Enduro bikes have evo-
lved to fit professional routes and competition 
challenges. They become highly specialized. 
Travels increase, angles decrease, up-hill attri-
butes are cut out for titans. Many of them have 
tried their hand at professional XC. The other 
group are „retired” DH - for them downhills have 
been modified so that they cover the star-line - 
SS distances. All-mountain bicycles are for less 
radical cyclists. Though less suitable for many-
-metre jumps, they provide good downhill per-
formance. Let’s face it. Most amateurs do not 
take road-gap risks. All-mountain machines are 
often lighter. Gear ratios range better suits ne-
eds of those who practice less than professio-
nals. The fact that that all-mountaineers, even 
in top versions are cheaper than the enduro is 
not to be sneezed at. Bikes with 110-140 mm 
travels more often offer 29” wheels for better 
stability at difficult moments. 

26” children’s bikes
So far the industry has claimed that the bike cho-
ice is correlated with the wheel size. Suggested 
range for children aged 9-12 is related to 24” 
wheels. 26” wheels discouraged with top tube he-
ight and stretched position a cyclist takes. Today, 
many collections offer 15” bicycles that allow to 
take a comfortable position even if a child is shor-
ter than 155 cm. GT, KTM, Orbea, Romet, Scott, 
Trek and Whyte collections offer even smaller fra-
mes for shorter kids than 150 cm. Such bicycles 

in Rio no-one even bothered t have them. One 
may shrug off - some small and minute deta-
il has disappeared - it cannot have mattered 
then. However, if we think twice what bar-ends 
had been made for, we will see the greatest 
revolution that has taken place over the years. 
Not only has the revolution changed mountain 
bikes, but also their users. Disappearing horn-

Scott Genius Plus was one of the first high-series bicycles on plus 
wheels. The new Spark Plus is the best proof that the concept has 
caught-on and in bikes with shorter travel and more versatile use.
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The biggest change  
in the bikes which  

has taken place before 
our eyes is not only 

the suspension travel 
increase or the number 
of gear ratios. These 

have mainly been small 
changes in geometry, 

imperceptible differences 
in wheel or handlebar 

sizes.

Romet Jig Plus - the evidence that adventure bikes 
without rear-wheel shock-absorbers get a new life. 
This spiced-up with Dębica’s innovativeness.
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on 26” wheels are true „twenty-niners for children”. 
A lot supports this choice. Bikes on larger wheels 
are easier to steer, more permissive for the biker 
and more comfortable on bumpy roads. Not to be 
sneezed at is the availability of sophisticated yet 
cheap parts.

Where do we stand with MTB 
marathons
Contrary to popular claims, not only does Poland 
see more race-bikers, but also MTB buffs. Ac-
cording to bikeBoard count, in 2015 there were 
five hundred more participants than in 2014. The 
number of those who reached finish-line was 
higher by 7,730. One of 2016’s most popular 
marathons series was Bike Marathon in Miękinia 
with a record-breaking number of participants 
- 2,021. Twisting the famous Mark Twain’s bon 
mot, one can say that the rumours about mara-
thons’ death „were largely exaggerated”.

Bikepacking
Trendiest and most hipster-frenzy trend of re-
cent months is the activity that has so far stirred 
Czechoslovakia residents and PTTK activists.  
It was enough to blend the drive to indepen-
dence from supply sources with a bike and 
a catchy, American-like name for hundreds 
of people to jump head-first into bicycle bivo-
uac craze. The rules are simple. All you need 
is a bike with camping gear strapped on and 
a desire to spend a night in a 1000-star ho-
tel. In the hipster-version the little things like 
excellent off-road bike, a gas coffee percolator 
- Handpresso preferred, and a high-resolution 
camera which allows you to take pictures with 
open-fire in the background are also needed.

e-MTB
Starting January 1, 2017, new EU regulations 
on e-bikes are in force. There will be the two 
categories. L1e-A “powered cycles” equipped 

with an auxiliary propulsion with the primary 
aim to aid pedalling. The propulsion limited 
at a speed of 25 km/h, maximum rated power 
should not exceed 1000 W. A motor can also 
work alone to assist bicycle steering. L1a-B with 
a maximum design speed up to 45 km/h and 
a maximum rated power of up to 4000 W, these 
might be powered with a motor only. Competi-
tion between the major producers of e-bike sys-
tems - Bosch, Shimano, Yamaha, Brose pushes 
the manufacturers to present new and impro-
ved drives. Last year Bosch - Europe’s largest 

systems supplier showed Performance CX lines 
for mountain bikes. These are more compact 
and more powerful motors with very high to-
rque of 75 Nm. Shimano, having gathered the 
experience from the STEPS drives for trekking 
and city bikes has presented a mountain varia-
tion that stands out of the crowd - the market’s 
smallest power unit that allows to build e-bikes 
geometry just like in a regular bike. Yamaha is 
not resting on laurels. This manufacturer offers 
systems with double front crank unveiled the 
PW-series - an extension of the PW. Its drive unit 
has been completely rebuilt and equipped with 
the new control and fresh-look interface display 
system. In comparison, Brose virtually offers the 
motor only. The manufacturers must order bat-
teries themselves - this allows, to some extent, 
for tailoring solutions and a better frame-fit. Pro-
ducers want to reduce motor weight and dimen-
sions for greater freedom in the frame design. 
More and more brands advance to include eBi-
ke in their collections. This has been a strong 
trend. The other trend is the battery-set and mo-
tor construction so that centre of gravity of the 
goes as low as possible. This really improves 
handling and stability of the new, electric-assist 
bikes. Range is still e-bike’s biggest limitation - 
new battery-type has not yet been developed. 

Rotwild R.R2 FS is part of the universal bicycles trend. 
120 mm travel, gentler frame angles, large wheels of 29 „ 
and dropper seat post make the bike much better than XC 
machines when in a difficult terrain. No compromise on the 
low weight and high up-hill efficiency.
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Until recently, a trekking bikes’ carrier for panniers meant real independence. New-type panniers for camping equipment, 
without compromising on off-road edge.

Unique finisher - for every single cycling-marathon participant (identified by name),
person / finish line - total number of participant to reach the finish

* source: bikeBoard Magazine # 3/2016

bikeBoard #3 marzec  2016

Od kwietnia do listopada, prawie w każdy weekend, możesz 
ścigać się na maratonach MTB organizowanych w różnych 
zakątkach Polski. Czy to właśnie ty jesteś jednym z przeszło 
15 tysięcy unikalnych maratończyków biorących udział w ro-
werowych zmaganiach na terenie naszego kraju? Jeśli jeszcze 
nie dopadło cię ściganckie szaleństwo, wybierz się na mara-
ton z czystej ciekawości. Aby sprawdzić co tracisz. 

SPORT

TEKST: PAULINA OPOKA

TENDENCJE WZROSTOWE
– statystyki maratońskie 2015
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Gwarantujemy ci, że nieopodal miejsca twojego zamieszkania 
znajdziesz przynajmniej jedną imprezę maratońską, na której 

będziesz mógł rywalizować z poważnymi konkurentami lub po 
prostu świetnie się bawić w towarzystwie rowerowych maniaków 
takich jak ty. Wiemy to, bo tak jak w poprzednich latach dokładnie 
przeanalizowaliśmy listy startowe z wynikami z 10 najpopular-
niejszych serii maratońskich organizowanych na terenie naszego 

kraju. W roku 2014 było to równo 100 imprez, kolejny sezon przyniósł 
o 4 maratony więcej. Statystyki wskazują, że unikalny maratończyk wystarto-
wał w sezonie 2015 średnio 4 razy. Jest to liczba, która nie zmienia się już od
kilku lat – jeśli jesteś tym, który winduje tę statystykę do góry to masz powód
do dumy, ale nie osiadaj na laurach, tylko zachęcaj koleżanki i kolegów
z maratońskiej „kreski” do częstszych startów. Połowa spośród wszystkich
maratończyków w sezonie 2015 ukończyła tylko jeden wyścig! 

7730
więcej finiszów 
niż w 2014 roku!

24

U N I Q U E  F I N I S H E R



POWERBAR® is a registered trademark, used under license. www.powerbar.co.uk
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DZISIAJ WZNOSIMY

WYNALEŹLIŚMY BATON
ENERGETYCZNY.
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Disc-brakes on the roads
Last year marked the start of discussions con-
cerning plans to use disc brakes in the World 
Tour. Despite resistance of some cycling milieus, 
the International Cycling Union (UCI) - the orga-
nization that lies down the rules of professional 
bicycles races has yielded the manufacturers’ 
pressure. As early as 2015 UCI allowed to use 
discs-brakes in a few test-races. Tests were suc-
cessful enough for the Union to take next steps, 
such as determination the neutral service-sup-
port standards and the thru-axle size. The test 
period was shifted from 2017 to 2016. Everything 
was seamless until mid-April’s Paris-Roubaix 
race, known for being the most difficult and tech-
nically demanding one-day event in the cycling 
calendar. The UCI buckled under a sudden burst 
of negative comments on discs-brakes in the 
peloton. As the result, the UCI has suspended 
the trial use of disc brakes in races. The Interna-
tional Cycling Union has not given up on the idea 
and is now preparing to resume the trial-program  
in road races. As for now, brakes safety in road 
races is a subject of examinations conducted 
with the help of external entities. The producers 
are also working on solutions. Rounded-edge di-
scs or the use of protective shields similar to mo-
tocross have been suggested, but so far none  
of the solutions have been implemented. Consi-
dering amateur cyclists’ needs who find disc bra-
kes a better solution, the UCI has sent a positive 
signal - bikes with such brakes have been ap-
proved for Grand Fondo and cyclo-cross races. 
This will trigger further development towards so-
lutions acceptable for professional cyclists. The 
direction set out by the industry seems to be cle-
ar. Collections include more and more bike-ver-
sions with disc brakes, even in high-end models. 
Successive producers present wheels sets that 
may go with discs brakes. Shimano in Dura-Ace 
- its latest unveiling of top-tier equipment for ra-
ce-professional has also presented a disc-brake 
system. Campagnolo has also been testing this 
solution. SRAM, this trend precursor has imple-
mented the solution in eTAP. 

Wider road tyres
Competitive bikers have already appreciated 
wider tyres, tyre-size smaller than 23C rarer to 
see in a peloton . Wider tires have two undenia-
ble advantages. Manufacturers keep an eye on 
the pros and draw right conclusions. This is why 
25C tyres have already dominated this season 
also in stock bikes, even in high-end segment. 
In the coming years this trend will expand. Tyres 
narrower than 25 mm are bound to become spe-
cialized tyres for sections with particularly smo-
oth and less-coarse surfaces. Increased tyre 
width brings about the change in the rim’s with. 
A wider tyre on a wider rim offer optimal size 
and profile. Therefore, in place of the 15-16 mm,  
the new wheels with widths exceeding 18-19 mm  
are more common. This size has recently been 
used in MTB bicycles. n 
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The most dazzling premiere of the season - Shimano 
STEPS: the new accessories group for off-road 
e-bikes.

Road-bike evolution with disc-brakes continues. 
Although a bike as such is ready, accelerated 

development of wheels and wheel-assortment and 
reduces weights are still required. A change in 

professionals’ mentality is also a significant issue.
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2017 NOVELTIES

Snabb E1 Carbon - 
weights less than 13 
kg. It features best parts 
available on the market, 
like the latest 1x12 SRAM Eagle drivetrain, Rock Shox Pike absorber, Reverb 
seatpost and many others. The rocker is made from a single aluminium 
piece. In combination with the new damper assembly standard, it offers 
incredible lateral rigidity.

eLUBE Hybrid Fork Grease is a waterproof silicone lubricant that reduces 
friction. Ideal for seals, O-rings, shock absorbers’ sleeves lubrication.
Advanced FORK Grease compo-
sition makes it a perfect choice 
for shock absorbers seals. eLUBE 
is a new manufacturer - the 
lubricants market’s entrant. 
Check it out! 

7 ANNA LLC ABS SERVICE LLC
Expo stand D-48 Expo stand D-65

The new-generation PROX AVIOR I x POWER CREE 
headlight is a part of the high- power lamps line. It 
features an innovative, ring-shaped LED designed to 
avoid dazzling those in oncoming traffic. When used 
during the day, the lamp makes us more visible. CREE 
LED-light of a maximum 1,000 lumen-power works in the 
four modes. The aluminium housing protects the headlight 
from the rain. The lamp is powered with an external, 4x1500 
mAh capacity battery housed in a rubber bag.

SELLA ITALIA STORICA - 
a stylish leather saddle. 
Handmade, with attention 
to every detail, with the 
use of the best quality 
materials. Steel, chrome 
rods. Weight: 505 g.

ALJOT SP.J. AMP SOURCE LLC & LP
Expo stand E-2 Expo stand E-23
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FORCE PILOT sports backpack - the highest 
quality products that for an attractive price. 
The backpack capacity - 10 litres. An inside 
water-bottle grip for a bottle of up-to 3 
litres. Equipped with reflectors and special 
pockets for phones and keys. Braces made 
of breathable mesh. Fastened also around 
the waist and chest. Weight - only 456 
grams.

CTX 1.5 cross-bicycle is a classic which 
offers proven and reliable components en-
hanced with excellent finishing-quality and 
affordable price. Aluminium cross-frame for 
real men, Suntour SF14 NEX shock-absorb-
ing suspension fork, 27-speed Shimano, 
Herrmans aluminium hubs and rims Schwalbe Tyrago tyres with a reflective stripe, 
Shimano BR-m355 disc brakes. Colour: dark grey, mat. CTX 1.2 24-speed bike 
with a Shimano Altus derailleur, versions for men and women.

ASPERIA GROUP LLC BBF BIKE GMBH
Expo stand G-12 Expo stand F-11

MOON ARCTURUS-AUTO - automatic day 
switch-off and night turn-on, battery-saving 
mode, 7 work-modes, power up to 70 LM, 
working time 1,2 17 hrs., Li-Po battery, charged 
by micro USB port. Dimensions 57,5x28,5x19. 
Made of high-quality materials in COB tech-
nology.

Bobike MINI ONE seat with a cover, designed for 
children aged 9 months to 3 years with weight - 9 
to 15 kg. Made of durable materials, the seat has 
three-point safety belts, an Easy-Click buckle, 
adjustable footrests and a comfortable, waterproof 
EVA soft-foam padded seat-piece. It comes with an 
original wind-shield. A separate A-HEAD mounting 
adapter for mounting the seat on a bicycle handle-
bars or frame. Available in 7 colours.

APG CO. LPANGRE PHU
Expo stand G-28Expo stand D-26

Romet 2017’s collec-
tion features innovative 
technologies and advanced 
materials. Bicycles that are 
even lighter, faster and more 
functional. The new genera-
tion Swift Link suspension, 
Boost technology, carbon 
frames and tyres in Plus 
standard provide for better traction and driving confidence. An 
extensive electric-bikes product assortment is much more than 
just a market response - this is also a trend-setter of changes.

2017’s Romet Monsun and Mustang 
- Cross Country bikes, born to win. 
Low weight, dynamics and steering - 
these are Monsun and Mustang inborn 
qualities. High-grade carbon fibre, 
lightweight aluminium and carefully 
selected components guarantee that our 
bikes stand to the test at the competition 
key-moments. Both models are designed 
to boost your sports potentials.

ARKUS & ROMET LLC
Expo stand F-2 Expo stand F-2

Expo stand F-2

Cannondale has unveiled 
the next generation of 
truly iconic Scalpel 
- Scalpel-Si model. 
The new Scalpel is the 
most advanced, modern 
cross-country bike to 
ride on technically difficult routes. At the same time it is the 
market’s lightest and stiffest full-suspension XC.

ASPIRE SPORTS S.R.O
Expo stand C-14

Romet JIG Plus 2017 - cut out 
for great fun on the sin-
gle-tracks. This season sees 
another JIG PLUS model with 
this standard tyres and extended 
fork travel. Even greater traction 
and confident handling.
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Velock Insurance 
Poland’s first, genuine cycling 
insurance - available from January 
2017. comprehensive and third party 
insurance as well as personal accident 
insurance; new and old bicycles. Each 
biker will find a solution tailored to 
match their individual needs. Details 
available from our Bike Expo team. 

With more than 5.000 items, BRN catalogue 
is the finest selection of products for those 
who just love bikes and those who build 
custom bicycles. If you look for fixed, race, 
MTB gears, bike parts and accessories ... 
inside the BRN catalogue you’ll find real 
Italian style design and infinite ideas for 
your passion. Visit www.brn.it !

Uebler X21S DC is the only carrier 
with reverse-sensors which coop-
erate with a receiver plugged into 
a cigarette lighter socket. When 
you change into a reverse gear, 
the receiver signals barriers and 
the distance is presented on the 
display. A foldable carrier houses 2 
bikes; load capacity - 60 kg. www.ueblerpolska.p

BERNARDI COMPONENTI PER CICLO S.R.L. BIBAL DISTRIBUTION 
Expo stand D-29 Expo stand G-29

A clean-it-all bucket - all 
you need to keep your bike well 
maintained and safe: a cleaning foam, 
chain oil, polishing pads, etc. The kit 
also includes a leg-on reflection pad 
and information kit on how to take 
care of your two wheeler. The bucket 
is also available in the variant which 
includes the Velock system. For more 
information go to bikeonwax.com.

Magnesium Bath Flakes
MRS System line - regenerative prod-
ucts. Recover full strength and stay fit 
after an intense workout or after a hard, 
stressful day at work. A magnesium bath 
helps to regenerate body and mind. The 
cost of treatment - one week 14.99 PLN, 
one month - 49.90 PLN.

BIKE ON WAX LLC
Expo stand E-35

Expo stand E-35

Expo stand E-35

Topeak Ninja P - a super-light pump (62 g) hidden inside the seat-post to 
keep the clean lines of your bike, while still easily accessed when needed. 
Capacity - up to 11 bars. Its mounting ring secures the pump, the included 
position-indicators keep track of your seat height after you have used the 
pump.

BIKEMAN
Expo stand E-19

Chapeau
The brand created by cyclists 
who long for stylish clothes made 
of the finest fabrics. The offer 
includes numerous classic-style 
and bright-colour products, 
ranging from hats through T-shirts 
and shorts.

Widget
A British specialist in fend-
ers for road and urban bikes. 
The assortment includes 
a wide range of products 
- classic and avant-garde, 
reflective, aluminium and 
translucent.

BIKELINE
Expo stand F-16 Expo stand F-16
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Northwave Extreme RR - 
ultra-light road shoes with X 
FRAME enclosure system which 
makes the shoes perfectly fit the foot. 
The special system creates a new possibili-
ties; combined with the well-known SLW2 scheme makes 
it possible to distribute forces evenly and eliminate pressure points on the 
foot. The New Extreme RR weighs only 220 g; available in black and yellow. 
BIKERSHOP - EXCLUSIVE NORTHWAVE DISTRIBUTOR IN POLAND.

BIKERSHOP LLC BLUE PILL
Expo stand E-15 Expo stand C-69

Space Scooter is a cosmic scooter 
in new colours-range. In spring, the 
distributor introduced the three X580 
models with attractive-colour range 
platform, wheels and brake cables. 
Space Scooter X580 is available in 
four colours: white, black, pink and 
blue. Full product range at www.
spacescooter.pl.

Cossack-bike cruiser 24”, 
26”, 28” collection is 
targeted to all urban bike 
lovers and beauty connois-
seurs. Timeless design, high 
quality components and, 
above all comfort make Cossack bikes must-have products for the 2017’s 
season.

DITRO DEPORTIVO LLCCOSSACK
Expo stand A-1Expo stand G-32

Spinner, famous for its shock absorbers has expanded its offer to 
include drop-type seat post - change saddle height without any 
tools. An easily accessible lever hidden under the saddle (DSP-L) 
or a shifters mounted on the handle bar (DSP-R) come in handy 
when you need to change height. 

S-CROSS models are our flagship bikes 
with in-frame battery and 350W motor - 
EcoBike 2017’s developments. S-Cross 
feature: very strong batteries 36V 13 Ah 
with Japanese PANASONIC cells. In-
frame batteries allow for 110 km range. 
The powerful, 350 W motor and a large 
LCD display.

VISION Metron TT - newest generation 
of top-of-the-line Metron crank-set with 
superior aerodynamics and stiffness - perfect 
for time-trials and triathlon. The crankshaft 
mechanism has been designed and optimized 
with the use of CFD simulations and analyses - with 
crosswind the shape allows for 7.5% less drag than its 
already fast predecessor. Weight - 744 g.

ECOBIKE FSA/VISION
Expo stand G-31 Expo stand C-24

G-bike BAD SERIES - electric 
bikes on the carbon framework 
off-road use. Motors of up to 
3000 W and battery with the 
capacity of up to 40 Ah provide 
a max speed of 80 km / h and 
ranges of up to 85 km. Bikes 
feature high-class suspensions and braking systems and braking-recharging 
battery systems.

MAVIC COSMIC 
CARBON PRO SLC 
wheels - simply 
unrivalled NACA-pro-
file light rim supported 
with machined braking 
surface. Made of carbon in the iTgMax process with the use of specially selected 
resins. This combination stand for extremely fast and the controllable wheels set. „So 
fast, they need the best braking”.

GEOBIKE SP. LLC HARFA-HARRYSON
Expo stand D-45 Expo stand D-6

2 0 1 7  N O V E L T I E S
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Rotor
Crank-based power meter is now a must-have for those 
who ride on roads and in MTB. The Spanish ROTOR company 
will put on display its double sided power measurement crank 2INPOWER. Wireless ANT + 
transmission and Bluetooth. The crank is made of 7055 aluminium in specialist CNC machining 
process. Li-ion battery powered, USB cable supplied. Arms length - 165 mm, 170 mm, 172.5 
mm and 175 mm. BCD 110. Q-factor 148 mm. Separate measurement of power output for each 
leg. And you see which elements to work on. Available in race-bike and BT versions, come in matt 
black. Weight - 645 g. 

HSE MATEUSZ PYTKO
Expo stand E-25

TSG
TSG is famous for its helmets and protec-
tive gears; now it has increasingly marked 
its presence in the sector of cycling 
clothing. For years Timo Pritzel, Amir 
Kabbani and Sam Pilgrim in addition to 
many other outstanding cyclists have 
used TSG helmets and knee-guards (Technical Safety Gear). These helmets 
are best described with TSG slogan: „Designed by Riders”. Despite different 
personalities and styles they represent, all appreciate the TSG garments. The 
summer 2017’s collection comprises new t-shirts, shorts, hoodies, bike jerseys 
and socks in attractive colours and fabric-print. PRESTO goggles - a sizzling 
novelty (always 2 panels included).

Jamo Digital DS1 - a wireless Bluetooth® 
speaker & bicycle light. Another ride around the 
city? Take your favourite music with you, use 
a convenient combination - a wireless speaker 
& cycling light DS1. A simple controller for adjusting the volume, play and pause, 
receiving phone-calls; no need to take eyes off the road. Bright and efficient LED 
in head-light provides good visibility. A handlebar holder included - for a firm and 
secure grip of your DS1 speaker.

Konsbud HI-FI LLC
Expo stand D-28B

Trezado Valves systems for tubeless 
Two air valves, inserts and tools go 
with the Tubeless Ready seal-kit. 
Sealing tape allows to convert 
traditional tube wheels into tubeless 
compatible, presta type with replace-
able core.
Weight: 4 g, price - 69.90 (2 pcs.).

KORUNDI LLC
Expo stand G-8

Expo stand G-8Expo stand G-8

Repair spray Trezado Turbo Repair 
Repair spray for instant repair of 
a tyre-puncture. The container in-
cludes a ready-to-use sealant - pres-
sure of 4.5 bar. Seals and inflates the 
tyre at the same time. Capacity - 100 
ml, ideal for 29 and 27.5 inch-tyres. 
Price - 49.90 PLN

Assembly spray Trezado Fast Montage 
You cannot go without it whenever an air-com-
pressor is not at hand. The container includes 
a ready-to-use sealant - pressure of 4.5 bar. Its 
hose provides container’s reliable connection with 
the valve. Capacity 125 ml, price - 54.90 PLN

#F37021   C - 0  M - 70  Y - 100  K - 0

#808285   C - 0  M - 0  Y - 0  K - 60

Kross Level B + - the 
new XC version designed 
hand in hand with Kross 
Racing Team cyclists 
and Maja Włoszczowska. A unique frame features new geometry, composed of two 
types of Torrey carbon-fibres. Very light (size S -only 970 g) yet extremely durable. 
The bike is equipped with the what is the best from SRAM, DT Swiss wheels and 
Schwalbe tyres.

KROSS S.A.
Stoisko nr E-5 Stoisko nr E-5

Kross Parsec 2200 - supreme 
quality lamp designed for riders 
who are ready for a night ride, 
regardless the conditions. 
Equipped with three Cree 
XM-L2 LEDs for light intensity 
of 2,200 lumen, intelligent 
temperature control system and advanced lithium-ion battery, the lamp 
boasts extremely long work-times.



Nowość na rok 2016/2017

czyszczenie   /    pielęgnac ja    /    smarowanie

www.bikeonwax.com
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Noise 03 XTR features great power, out-
standing robustness and Polish designer’s 
minimalist concept. A wide, perfectly 
distributed yet extremely strong (up to 
700 lm) light beam. Made of aircraft alu-
minium - durable, water and hit resistant. 
A leader among the rechargeable bicycle 
lamps.

MACTRONIC LLC & LP
Expo stand E-41

POLISPORT GROOVY FF bicycle seat mounted on the seat tube, 
child weight - 9-22 kg. Fresh and ergonomic design. Its arm-rest 
shape provides additional comfort for children, integrated side-im-
pact protection. Groovy also offers integrated foot protection, 
increased lateral protection. The new & improved, reliable buckles 
can be operated with one hand. A safe mounting bracket has 
a double locking system. Available in 5 colours. All features provide for the child’s safety and 
comfort. Compatible for helmet use.

Design your own seat! We will make your ideas 
come to life. This will be your own seat. You can 
be sure that no one else can have the same design. 
Bring us your design - your own work, a photo or 
graphics you have seen. If you do not have your own idea, take 
advantage of our suggestions. For more information please visit 
www.leader.pl

LEADER
Expo stand E-25 Expo stand E-25

Since 1988, Compass has been 
a rapidly growing manufacturer of 
tyres and tubes. As befits a major 
manufacturer, Compass boasts inno-
vations and high quality of tyres they 
offer. Tyres and inner tubes come in 
a range of sizes - from 12 ‚’ to 29 ‚’. 
Majdller is our exclusive distributor.

Bolle The One Road Premium - road racing helmet with 
perfect aerodynamics. Ventilated with 31 inlets you can 
open or close, depending on weather. Each helmet is 
equipped with: interchangeable, high-quality winter and 
summer linings, safe and convenient size adjustment system, removable visor, 
a protective sack, ‘Sunglasses Garage’, a 2-frequency LED, adjustable straps, 
quick fastening system, Safety QR Code which contains information about the 
cyclist and contact details - really helpful when accident assistance is needed. 2 
sizes, weight - 280 g, 2 year-warranty.

MAJDLLER JAN MAJCHROWSKI

MALAVI LLC & LP

Expo stand D-9

Expo stand D-25

M-Wave – Air Bullet - Who rides tubeless, knows the prob-
lem: air has to be pumped with a compressor into the tire, 
so this one sits flush in the rim. With the M-Wave Air Bullet 
it is also possible via floor pump. In the pressure chamber, 
pressure will be built up with fewer strokes, it can now be 
fired into the tire.

MESSINGSCHLAGER GmbH & Co. KG 
Expo stand C-19

www.compasstires.pl

Le Grand in 2017 introduces 
a new collection of urban 
accessories. BUDAPEST 
- a comfortable 2 in 1 back-
pack also used as a bicycle 
panniers; hooks provided for quick and confident 
mount on the bike’s carrier. Goes pretty well with 
the new on the offer - the urban helmet URBO for 
increased safety without compromise on looks.

Colnago C60 full-carbon 
frame construction combines 
all Colnago brand’s character-
istic elements . A bike dazzles 
with Mavic Cosmic PRO 
Carbone SL wheels and the 
revolutionary, digital, wireless 
SRAM Red eTap drive.

KROSS S.A. LANG & CHARUCKI LLC – COLNAGO POLAND
Expo stand E-5 Expo stand D-6
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PATRON - integrated safety system 
for a cyclist. On-line and call-centre 
supported, PATRON provides im-
mediate help in case of accident or 
a bicycle theft. PATRON is equipped 
with a motion sensor, so that your 
bike is localized in real time for you 
to feel safe.

PATRON SYSTEM LLC & LP

Expo stand E-12 Expo stand E-12

Expo stand E-9

Diamondback 2017’s novel-
ties - an Full-range electric 
bike - All-Mountain Corax 
2.0 27+ FS EMTB - designed for swift rides on mountain paths. Speed   
and power boosted with BOSCH CX battery and Shimano XT 11 s drive - for 
extreme experience.

Raleigh Mustang Elite does 
everything a regular road bike 
does, but it does it with the 
added comfort of the big tyres. 
The tyres, provided you run 
them at a suitably low pressure (recommend about 65psi), give the Mustang 
Elite a very stable ride character. It isn’t easily knocked off line on a asphalt, 
rough road surface, mud or gravel. 

POLBIKE JULIUSZ KABATH

Shockblaze Harmony E 6000 
Nexus 11, DB. - brand’s new 
development. City-type bike 
on the „wave” frame. This model is a combination of modern design and 
excellent quality. A perfect choice for long weekend getaways and everyday 
city rides. The battery provides for a fast and smooth ride, even if you run 
out of power.

Expo stand E-29

Expo stand E-29

Saveno Carrera is a new design 
and features a new frame. 
Comes in a number of colour 
options and frame-sizes (from 
13 „to 19”). With wide tires 
and well-suited equipment, 
it has become mountain paths and forest trails specialist. Carrera model is made 
of carefully selected components - a compromise between good quality and 
affordable price.

Saveno Swift with small, 
20-inch wheels can be 
folded to fit the size of 
a small suitcase. Trouble-free transport in a trunk of the car as well 
as in urban transport. Ideal for short distances, e.g. city rides at peak 
hours.

Expo stand E-29

GELMAX - short, summer cycling gloves. Top: 
soft, flexible, quick-drying mesh, lycra, reflectives, 
Forway flexible fabric, thumb-scrunchie, reinforced 
edge between thumb and forefinger. Palm side: syn-
thetic leather, gel-pads, silicone handles for easier 
gloves take-off, silicone imprints to improve grip. 
Colours: black, red, sirio. Sizes: XXL, XL, L, M, S.

POLEDNIK S.R.O.
Expo stand C-34

PROFESSiONAL BIKES

Monteria Barracuda is definitely 
our flagship model. Based on 
a modern carbon frame with UD 
fibres, made in RMT technology, 
the bicycle has been equipped 
with SRAM X0 / X01 accesso-
ries and Rock Shox SID shock absorber. Its weight of 8.95 kg makes it a real 
sport-spirit bike.

MONTERIA
Expo stand G-25
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Vector - a new multi-purpose Orbea bike. A blend of 
low a weight and strength, normally reserved for more 
expensive bicycles has successfully 
been used in the model. Now  
it is an ideal vehicle for commuting 
and a park-tour. If you do not know 
whether to choose a city bike or 
race-bike, Vector is the answer.

POLSPORT GROUP LLC
Expo stand E-27

Look Keo Blade2 CR 30th Anniversa-
ry - pedals most commonly used in 
a professional peloton. Now available 
in a special, limited edition package  
to mark the 30th anniversary of the first 
carbon-fibre frame to win the TDF. The 
unique design and superior perfor-
mance come with a very attractive set of accessories. Join us at our expo 
stand and ask about more details.

Duda-Cars is the official distributor 
of the German Rotwild bicycle-brand 
to Polish market. The model on show 
is our cross-country segment offer 
for 2017. A versatile mountain bike 
with Fox full suspension and Shimano 
XT drive. It features precise control 
and a racing geometry. You are most 
welcome to become familiar with our offer.

PORĘBA FHU ROTWILD – DUDA-CARS S.A.
Expo stand F-21 Expo stand D-31

A direct importer and distributor 
of ROSWHEEL and Sahoo branded 
bike accessories. We offer the 
maker’s largest selection of smart-
phone-cases. We also have a very 
large selection of bike panniers. 
Complete products portfolio 
available at our website: www.
roswheel.pl.

SAIKO DOOM 50 mm is a robust 
and impressive 26” rim that comes 
with Cruiser and Chopper. It is 
great for drift, street use, 4X, FR, 
DM. Thanks to its strength, SAIKO 
DOOM 50 mm is also suitable for 
e-bikes to make it run even faster.

ROSEWHEEL POLAND SAIKO
Expo stand D-46 Expo stand C-28

Spark new models offer three types of wheel sizes 
(27.5”, 27.5” PLUS and 29”), three suspension travels 
-100 mm, 120 mm and 130 mm. Three different carbon 
types - SL HMX, HMX, HMF. The Spark RC SL 700 frame 
weighs only 1,749 grams (with a damper). The Spark RC 
SL 900 frame weighs only 1,779 grams (with a damper). 
Owing to Boost standard, our 1x RC frames have been 
optimized and have become even stiffer. The new SPARK 
family consists of 16 high-end models.

SCOTT SPORTECH POLAND LLC
Expo stand E-46

Cadence Plus - 
aerodynamics, 
comfort and 
top-safety level. The 
helmet designed so that 
you can tear off a few precious 
seconds during the race.

Polish manufacturer’s 
new product line - light 
and stylish bikes - Polka 
Bagażówka. Bicycles for 
men and women feature 
bold designs; fully 
equipped with 3-speed 
Nexus hub offer pure bike-riding pleasure! See all Polka Bikes at www.
polkabikes.pl.

POLKA BIKES LLC
Expo stand C-61
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The new Scale models offer three types of wheel sizes and three fork-travels.  
The Scale RC SL frame (both models in 700 and 900 versions) weighs only  
849 g. The new Scale offers a balance between all the improvements we wanted 
to apply in order for a bike to be light, comfortable, stiff and offer a perfect power 
transmission. The more advanced technologies which have been combined,  
the less compromises that would reduce performance and ride-pleasure 

Centric PLUS - a new helmet designed 
and developed hand-in-hand with our 
world-class MTB and race cyclists. We boast 
extensive aerodynamics know-how; thus it has 
been easier for us to design a well-ventilated product 
and with the lowers possible air resistance. Results achieved 
by optimizing air flow both outside and inside the helmet.

Addict 20 
DISC - HMF 
carbon fibre 
frame and 
fork. Syncros 
components 
and disc 
brakes!

Supra - today’s style, safety 
and excellent fit integrated 
into one helmet. All of this at 
a price point which ensures 
even the most cost-con-
scious cyclists can benefit 
from the very latest  
in helmet safety technology.

Selle Monte Grappa - distinguished by the fact it is exclusively manufactured 
in Italy. Range of products has been expanded to include a new line of saddles 
and bags in different colour combi-
nations and Vintage style. Designed, 
realized and manufactured to the 
comfort and practicality of the cyclist 
Not only practical - they enhance 
the aesthetics of your bicycle. www.
sellemontegrappa.com

SELLE MONTE GRAPPA SRL
Expo stand C-22

Black Chili blends synthetic and natural rubber compounds for unprec-
edented performance. Rolling resistance reduced by 26%, 30% better 
grip and 5% greater wear-resistance. Black Chili blend offers exception-
al qualities, constant from the first to the last kilometre.

Pearl Izumi Quest - classic 8-panel 
ergonomic design ensures a proper fit, the 
bib-upper mesh breathes well and provides 
stability and support while eliminating 
waistband bunching. The Tour 3D Chamois 
keeps you comfortable in the saddle, and 
SELECT Transfer fabric is chafe free and 
wicks moisture.

Expo stand F-1, Z-10 Expo stand F-1
SHIMANO BICYCLE PARTS POLAND LLC

Expo stand E-46 Expo stand E-46

E-Silence - a modern 
electric bike with an 
aluminium frame. Sleek, 
stylish design, frame-in-
tegrated battery with no 
visible cables.

Expo stand E-46

Expo stand E-46

Expo stand E-46
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SHIMANO BICYCLE PARTS POLAND LLC

Shimano STEPS E-8000 
- electric MTB drive with 
250 W (70 Nm) motor and 
a a large battery (500 Wh) 
offers long-range travels. 
A lightweight, rigid Hollow-
tech-II and full-colour, intuitive display allow you to hit routes which have 
not been available before. This can be controlled with a smartphone  
or tablet.

Ubiquit - all-purpose set of 
bicycle fenders with 4 mm 
wires for narrow profile tyres 
bikes, 28” wheel. Produced 
in two-component technology 
and available in two versions: 
Chameleon and Urban. The rich colour range with versatile mounting 
system.

New to the Polish bicycle 
market: the American Classic 
MTB 29 RACE TUBELESS - 
lightweight, competitive-race 
tubeless wheel-set. Wheels 
have been cut out for MTB 
Cross-Country. Weight: front 
670 g, rear 789 g, 1,459 g  
- a pair.

SIMPLA S.C. SPEED DURO

Expo stand E-6 Expo stand C-68

Expo stand F-1, Z-10

2.0 ACTIVE EXTREME 
WINDSTOPPER - made of 
a thin, lightweight and elastic 
micropolyester with Gore Wind-
stopper® membrane panel. The 
fabric is a combination  
of six-channel and hollow 
fibres; keeps the body temperature and very quickly drains surplus of water 
for best body-temperature management.

SICARO kickbike - the 
new-combination of 
a push-bike on inflatable 
wheels. This product has 
been designed for a great 
fun, efficient travel from 
A to B point, helps to keep 
well-tuned body! We also offer wireless direction-indicators for cyclists which 
come as a bags placed under the saddle, on a backpack or backpack overlays.

SPORT TEAM LLC SPORTIMPEX PPHU

TAURUS Z.P.H.

Expo stand E-18 Expo stand G-36

Expo stand C-59

„Little Tiger” T400 - a tri-
cycle for children. A new 
model of the popular „Little 
Tiger” series (the T500 
twin-model was awarded 
in Kielce Bike BIKE-EXPO 
2015’s competition). T400 
is designed for children aged 1 to 5, adapted to the child’s age with 
add-on - take-off accessories.

SUN BABY
Expo stand G-14

BMC Roadmachine - the Expo will 
see Polish première of Roadma-
chine - the new road bikes. Away 
with the „you cannot have it all” 
myth! The Swiss technology  
is a trend-setter for bikes - top 
quality regardless the terrain.

DRIVO - ELITE most advanced trainer 
in the latest embodiment - equipped 
with an integrated power meter, ANT 
& + Bluetooth Smart communication. 
Strength training on virtual routes with 
a slope of up to 22% available with 
the use of My E-Training app. Integrated, adjustable supports and a trans-
port-grip.

Expo stand F-1
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Superior XF29 Issue - the lightest 
frame on stock bicycles. It features 
a revolutionary HI Modulus Carbon 
technology - top-strength carbon-fi-
bres. Very short chain-stay allows to build a compact and fast bike. Comfort 
and racing-fit geometry - the top part of the frame built for a comfy ride, 
the lower part is very stiff for maximum power transmission. The DT Swiss 
wheels and shocks.

TOTAL SPORT LLC
Expo stand G-33

PowerBar® Energize 
Mango Tropical 55 
g. PowerBar has 
developed the world’s first carbohydrate chocolate bar in 1986. Energize 
bars have been constantly improved. For many sports-people this has 
been the best source of carbohydrates in a solid form; easy to chew and 
digest.

Jakkyl HDE - advanced Enduro 
helmet. With a detachable chin 
protector can be transformed into a full face 
helmet for complete protection. The model 
features Uvex technology and systems - 
Double inmould, Monomatic and FAS 
system. Adjustment - one of the most 
advanced systems - BOA.

 VITESSE ULTIMATE - a versatile road-racing suit with 
streamlined Aero cut, a combination of the highest 
quality fabrics. Abrasion resistant, quick- dry textiles  
for perfect sweat transportation. Silicone-free PGE tapes 
in the sleeve- endings to hold sleeves comfortably in 
place. VITESSE ULTIMATE 3D insert perfectly optimizes 
shock absorption and protects sensitive areas. For more 
information go to vitesse.pl

TRISOLUTION UVEX

VITESSE LLC

Expo stand D-5 Expo stand E-17

Expo stand C-64

Accent Peak Lady - Accent Peak 29 
frame wins more and more hearts; 
now time for the ladies’ edition. 
Peak Lady frame is made of 6061-T6 
aluminium, its geometry perfectly 
fits female anatomy. Main features 
- low frame head-tube, low support 
and short chain-stay.

Dartmoor Blackbird Pro - uncom-
promising enduro bike. Designed to ride in toughest conditions, perfect 
for effective and hassle-free up-hill ride on steepest slopes. Suspension 
with extended damper in conjunction with superior shocks by Rock Shox 
for a very sensitive performance.

VELO LLC
Expo stand F-18

Expo stand F-18

The i-Go Blast trailer - Weehoo 
one-wheel trailer for the youngest 
travellers aged 1-4. Adjustable 
seat and footrests. The lightest 
and cheapest version of one-whe-
el Weehoo trailers. Recommen-
ded weight - 36 kg. The trailer 
compliant with CPSC, ASTM and 
EN standards.

WEEHOO POLSKA
Expo stand G-35

Expo stand C-59

With space for three bikes and the 
ability to add a fourth, this towbar 
carrier is a technical marvel for all cy-
clists. The simple “Just Click” system 
makes it easy and secure  
to mount. Additional features - folda-
ble wheel-rail, an integrated lock and tilt-system.

TAURUS Z.P.H.
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Haibike has introduced new 
electric bicycle drives - Yama-
ha PW-X. This is the world’s 
only manufacturer to integrate 
the drive-cooperating display 
in handle-bar stem. The engine 
features an enormous torque of 80 nm reached much faster than in previous 
PW.

WINORA-STAIGER GMBH
Expo stand E-8 Expo stand E-8

Winora presents 
Winora Manto - a new, 
electric city bike with 
the frame-integrated 
battery. This centre of gravity shift gives us better control over the bike and 
provides for a greater functionality.

Whyte stands for continuous 
innovation and technological 
progress. Our bikes win priz-
es and the boast enthusiastic 
reviews. We makes us proud! 
Outstanding and original 
geometry make our bikes 
front-runners. This is enhanced with ride-qualities, attention to detail and 
unique appearance.

Do you think MAXIM Quick is a tra-
ditional collapsible bike? Nothing 
further from the truth! What may 
come as a surprise is its battery 
and controller hidden in the bicycle 
frame and the engine that looks like 
a traditional bicycle hub. MAXIM 
Quick is much more than a bike you can fold and transport. Enjoy an easy 
ride supported with the electric assisting it has been fitted.

WHYTE – J.R. MOTOR-SERVICES G.B. LLC

ZASADA LLC

Expo stand G-27

Expo stand E-31

Barcelona is the latest model on 
offer. The classic-reference line 
combined with high quality. A clas-
sic-look bike has been designed with 
the use of the latest technologies. 
A simple and rugged design is right 
for urban rides and recreation.

Z-TECH LLC
Expo stand C-72

The brand offers 
custom bikes com-
bine for those who 
love wood and 
bicycles. Hand-made of precious Polish and exotic wood types. Each bike is 
individually tailored to suit your needs. Designed to delight the owner, but not 
only ...

WOODEN BARREL
Expo stand G-34

3T Exploro - the first aerodynamic gravel bike 
designed by engineer Gerard Vroomen, until 
recently a chief designer of Cervelo. 
 The bike combines rigidity, aerodynamics, 
huge tyre clearances and comfort. Polish 
customers can get hold of the package with 
two wheel-sets: 650 MTB 2.1 tyres and 
700x25-40 mm road-tyres; Exploro may become one bike for many applications - 
gravel through roads.

WERTYKAL S.C.
Expo stand D-38
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S P O N S O R E D  A R T I C L E

How can we be protected against 
single-tracks theft? Some call 
for better safety devices, others 
cannot take eyes off their bikes. 
Thieves do not sit back and relax. 
A thicker chain? Bigger hydrau-
lic shears. A fifth-floor balcony? 
A longer ladder. An armoured 
safe? Don’t exaggerate, a bike 
kept in a safe? How awkward!

Every biker has faced theft problems, if not per-
sonally, there must have been a person in the 
family, a colleague or friends who have lost their 
two-wheeler. Appropriation has developed into 
a real plague, sometimes even most refined safe-
ty devices are good for nothing. According to po-
lice data, the number of stolen bicycles in 2014 
amounted to over 20 thousand. What is more, the 
number of regained bikes is negligible. 

 We may compare the situation to stolen cars, yet 
the latter case is covered by an insurance compa-
ny. The second-hand bike market is a real prob-
lem - verification of equipment offered on popular 
auction and sell&buy sites seems to border on 
the miracle. In the case of motor-bikes and cars 
the situation is better - each vehicle has a VIN to 
track whether a particular vehicle has not been 
unlawfully taken away from somebody else. In the 
case of bikes, even if there are records, they are 
inconsistent and difficult to verify. This is why Ve-
lock system has been created.

Velock - what is this
Velock is a unique bicycles registration system 
designed as theft-protection. Each bicycle in 
the system receives a unique BIKE ID number 
together with the corresponding registration 
sticker. In case of theft, the bike-owner quickly 
identifies their bike. What is very important, the 
bicycles registration list is available to the gen-
eral public and can used by individuals and the 
police. In order for a bike to be included in the 
list, the owner must register it free of charge. For 
additional protection, you can purchase the Ac-
tivation Package for 19,90 PLN. We get a BIKE 
ID sticker that goes onto the bike, a special Bike 

Card and the rapid identification possibility with 
the use of Google search engine. The on-line in-
formation can be edited. If the bike is stolen, it 
takes one click for the owner to pin the informa-
tion into the system. Whoever enters the BIKE ID 
number, the bike is immediately reported stolen. 
All necessary information can be found at www.
velock.pl. On this website you can also register 
your bicycle and order the activation kit. Velock 
makes all possible attempt for the system to be 
universal and versatile, Velock cooperated with 
bicycles distributors and manufacturers. Now 
the Velock system is available in about 60 stores. 
Extensive promotional campaigns have been 
launched. Recent campaign was held under the 
banner of Polkabikes - Velock protection comes 
with the bike price. 

Bike insurance
Velock offers comprehensive bicycles-protec-
tion services, which includes a wide insurance 
portfolio. This is market’s first extensive and 

Be smarter than a thief
Get insurance and safety-tag
for your bike

comprehensive offer which encompasses all 
types of insurance - it ranges from civil liability 
through comprehensive and third party insur-
ance and personal accident insurance and as-
sistance. This offer is targeted at bike produc-

ers and distributors, two-wheelers shops 
and individual cyclists. Velock offer is 
divided into three segments, which cor-
responds to the target-client type. The 
first set has been prepared for distrib-
utors and manufacturers. Regardless 
whether a bike costs 1 thousand or 50 
thousand PLN, the machine comes with 

full-value insurance. The second insur-
ance type is dedicated to stores - a customer 
is offered to take out insurance when they buy 
a bike. A total amount of the premium does not 
exceed 4% of the bike value. The third type of 
insurance is offered to bike-owners; insurance 
can be taken out on-line too. We have a choice 
of two insurances - this depends on the bike 
value. The first for value less than 1000 PLN, the 
other - two-times this value. 

 This comprehensive security system re-
sults in the situation when a „professional 
thief” would not event touch a bike - the 
risk of being caught is too big. It is virtual-
ly impossible to re-sell a BIKE ID secured 
two-wheeler. It is harder to guard against 
on-impulse theft. Fortunately Velock sys-
tem includes insurance, so that the victim 
may be compensated for a stolen bike. 
Insurance premiums are really attractive. 
More details about Velock available at E-35 
expo stand at Kielce Bike Expo.

Register
Register your bike, protect it from 
theft. Make thieves’ life difficult. 

Buying a bike?
Verify whether it has not been stolen. 

Your bike has been stolen? Do not 
wait, report this fact!

Verify Report
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BIKES - FACTS AND FIGURES
For Poles a bicycle is much more than just means of transport that allows to travel from point A to point 
B. Dusty single-track wheelers, forgotten and forlorn in dingy cellars? Nothing further from the truth. Now 
two-wheelers hold the sway. Bikes have conquered the hearts of our fellow citizens. Poles want to use the bike 
whenever possible, instead of a car and public transport. Bike-racing has been going from strength, more and 
more contestants wish to take part. In some circles, it is considered a faux pas not to have a bike. Where do 
you usually buy bikes? What kind of bikes do we choose? What drives our choice? The answers to these and 
other interesting questions are presented in the following charts. Developed on the basis of the nationwide, 
quantitative survey commissioned by the Polish Cycling Association - - 2015’s summary research by the IPC 
Research Institute. The respondents - people who bought a bicycle last year.

59%
14%
9,8%
9,1%
4,2%
3,9%

Specialized bicycle 
shops

Mountain bike

General sports-shops

On-line shops

On-line auction portals

Hypermarkets

Other

According to the IPC Research Institute 
survey commissioned by the Polish Cycling 
Association, nearly 60% of Poles buy bikes in 
specialist bike-shops! We are pleased to see 
this upward-trend. In 2013, only 10% of Polish 
respondents would buy in specialised outlets. 
General sport-centres came second in the rank-
ing. On-line stores and on-line auction portals 
account for less than 19%. Awareness of those 
who buy bikes has increased - this trend has 
been demonstrated by the fact that only 4% of 
Poles buy bikes in hypermarkets, compared to 
2013’s 11%!

Places to buy 
new bikes

Types 
of bicycles 
we buy.
Mountain bikes still reign 
supreme. However „urbanites” 
are still going strong - more 
than 1 in 5 bicycles bought in 
Poland are urban bikes. This 
type of bicycle is most popular 
with women - one in two women 
in Poland have declared that 
they have bought a city-bicy-
cle. Race-bikes (15.8%) and 
trekking bikes (13%) are also 
ranked high.

40,6%

22,2%

15,8%13%

4,9%

2,1%

1%
0,3%

City bike

Race bikeTrekking /
cross bike

Other type

Children bikes

Do not know, hard 
to tell

e-bike

M A R K E T

Poles regularly use bikes - more than one-third of Poles ride a bike 
every day. More than 44% - several times a week. Less than 2% of 
respondents use a bike less than a few times a year. 
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1579 zł
2834 zł

5537 zł
2445 zł

2540 zł

1833 zł

3274 zł
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ł

1956 zł

1742 zł

31
24

 zł

3462 zł
2264 zł

1980 zł

1815 zł

3710 zł

3664,23 PLN
Average amount for a NEW bike purchase

In 2014 - almost 1,000 PLN less!

The minimum 
amount earmarked 
for a new bike 299 PLN,

69 000 PLN.Ma
xim

um
1 000 000

About

commute to work or school by bike on DAY-TO-DAY basis.*

POLES

According to statistics from the IPC Research Institute, 2015’s average 
for a bicycle (both new and second-hand) was 2733.70 PLN. Re-
spondents in most cases declared to have spent 2,000 PLN to buy a new 
bicycle. In total, respondents spent 1,506.266 PLN on bikes. 
Western Pomerania is the province where people would buy the most 
expensive bikes, the lowest price-range is accounted to Warmia-Mazury 
province. n

Bicycle price

The average amount spent on bicycle parts and acces-
sories in 2015 - 907.76 PLN (previous year - 1,272.65 
PLN). A downwards-trend can be explained by the fact 
that Poles spend more on better-equipped bicycles and 
the equipment they use is of better quality. Amount most 
commonly earmarked on parts and accessories 100 PLN 
(just like in 2014). In total, Poles spend 122,547 PLNfor 
this purpose in 2015.

The amount most often spent on 
a brand new bicycle

(last year it was 1,000 PLN).

2000 PLN2000

Poles are more eager to buy bicycles. 
Fewer than 35% of respondents take 
a daily bike-ride, nearly 45% of the 
respondents ride a bike a couple of 
times a week! This is an impressive 
result, considering the improvement in 
relation to 2014. It is encouraging that 
the number of people who use a bike 
a few times a year or less decreased 
by more than half - from 8.4% in 2014 
to 4.1% in 2015. 2014

2015

Daily Several 
times a week

Several times
a month

Several times
a year

Fewer than
several times

a year

30,1%

41,6%

16,3%

7,4% 2%

34,7%
44,9%

18,9% 2,3% 1,8%

* survey which examines conditions for Poles’ decisions regarding transport-related physical activity. Conducted by TNS POLAND 
at the Republic of Poland Ministry of Sport and Tourism’s request.
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TARGI KIELCE RANKED
AMONG EUROPE’S LEADERS

E X P O  C E N T R E

Targi Kielce is ranked second among all Central and Eastern Europe’s trade fair and expo 
organisers with regards to the number of exhibitors and exhibition space leased.
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Kielce exhibition and congress centre - facts & figures - 221,000 visitors from 56 countries, 6,500 companies, 
215,000 m2 of the exhibition space leased. Targi Kielce’s expo grounds - 90 000 m2 includes 36,000 m2 of indoor 
expo-grounds in the 7 cutting-edge expo halls. The centre offers 19 conference rooms, one of which is located 
on the 57-metre-high look-out tower, a VIP area and a professional Press Centre. 

The Targi Kielce calendar comprises 700 conferences and 70 events - trade-shows and exhibitions. 
The extensive list includes the world-famous MSPO - Europe’s third largest exhibition 
defense industry expo ranked after Paris’ and London’s events, KIDS’ TIME - Europe’s 
most important child-product business sector expo, PLASTPOL - plastics processing 
expo pronounced Poland’s most international event, AGROTECH - Poland’s most 
visited agricultural machinery exhibition, SACROEXPO - Central and Eastern Europe’s 
biggest church construction and sacred arts expo. 
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KIELCE BIKE-EXPO  
- FROM STRENGTH  
TO STRENGTH!

Every year the Bike Expo’s popu-
larity has been booming. In 2015 
Kielce saw representatives of 15 
countries, 220 companies and 
more than 8,000 visitors. This result 
almost doubled what the previous 
expo had achieved.

The début Kielce Bike-Expo was already regarded 
spectacular. The International Fair of Bicycle Indu-
stry was the one-stop-shop for over 200 market’s 
most prominent brands; the exhibition attracted 
nearly 2 000 business-insiders - the representa-
tives of 500 bicycle outlets and wholesalers from 
all over Poland. Andrzej Mochoń PhD, Targi Kielce 

S T A T I S T I C S
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President of Board would say that. - „Cycling equ-
ipment had already been a part if Targi Kielce’s 
Sport - Winter and Sport - Summer exhibitions. 
Targi Kielce in conjunction with the Polish Cycling 
Association resolved to hold a fully professional 
event dedicated to the bicycle industry sector; 
a showcase for new equipment and accessories. 
And the event caught on!”. 

 The International Fair of Bicycle Industry - the 
event which has been gaining increased impor-
tance in the bicycle business sector. This is the 
showcase for the latest bikes, accessories, spor-
tswear as well as nutrients and dietary supple-
ments. Companies involved in cycling tourism 
as well as bike magazines and portals are also 
eager to present their professional activity. The 

annual event takes place the impressive, Europe 
second most important exhibition centre. 

Since last year, Bike Expo has been complemen-
ted with the Fair of Motorbikes, Mopeds and Sco-
oters. Both events brought together 250 exhibitors 
from Australia, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Finland, 
France, the Netherlands, Lithuania, Germany, Slo-
vakia, Slovenia, Taiwan, the UK and Poland. The 
number of foreign-countries representations and 
the market-significance of brands put on show at 
the expos clearly demonstrate that Kielce’s single-
-track vehicles focussed event has been highly 
valued by business insiders from Poland, Europe 
and also from all corners of the world. This year 
- forget the brakes! We speed up for yet another 
smashing record! n

201220112010
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Numbers of visitors in general
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E X H I B I T O R S  L I S T

COMPANY NAME / CITY Stand  
nr

7 Anna Sp. z o.o Sp.k, Gdańsk, Polska/ Poland D-48

A.T.L. DEL CUNEESE, Cuneo, Włochy/ Italy D-71

ABS Serwis Sp. z o.o., Lublin, Polska/ Poland D-65

ABUS POLSKA WARSZAWA Sp. z o.o., Święcice, Polska/ Poland C-43

ADVANCED SPORTS GmbH (FUJI Bike), Mutlangen, Niemcy/ Germany E-26

AJS s.c., Radom, Polska/ Poland D-16

Aktywniacy - okulary p-słoneczne, Wrocław, Polska/ Poland G-10

ALJOT Sp.j., Solec Kujawski, Polska/ Poland E-2

ALMOT Sp.k., Złotniki Kujawskie, Polska/Poland F-12

ALPIN BIKE, Głubczyce, Polska/ Poland E-43

AMIGO-BIKE. Mikołów. Polska/ Poland F-5

AMP SOURCE Sp. z o.o. Sp.k., Częstochowa, Polska/ Poland E-23

ANGRE, Poznań, Polska/ Poland D-26

Apex Creative Co., Ltd., Taichung City, Tajwan/ Taiwan C-9

APG CO. Sp.j., Białystok, Polska/ Poland G-28

ARCTICA SPORT, Koszalin, Polska/ Poland C-63

ARKUS & ROMET GROUP Sp. z o.o., Dębica, Polska/ Poland F-2

ARTMAR ITL, Wrzosowa, Polska/ Poland E-3

ARTPOL PPH, Częstochowa, Polska/ Poland D-1

ASPERIA GROUP Sp. z o.o., Gliwice, Polska/ Poland G-12

ASPIRE SPORTS s.r.o., Brno, Czechy/ Czech Republic C-14

AXER SPORT POLSKA, Kraków, Polska/ Poland F-19

B. A. & W. INTERNATIONAL LTD., Taipei, Tajwan/ Taiwan C-8

BBF BIKE GmbH, Dahlwitz-Hoppegarten, Niemcy/ Germany F-11

BDC-BIKE Sp.J., Legionowo, Polska/ Poland G-1

BERNARDI COMPONENTI PER CICLO S.R.L., Forlimpopoli, Włochy/ Italy D-29

BEVATO INTERNATIONAL CORP., Taichung City, Tajwan/ Taiwan C-12

BIBAL DISTRIBUTION, Tarnowskie Góry, Polska/ Poland G-29

BICISPORT, Rzym, Włochy/ Italy D-72

BIKE MARATON, Polska/ Poland D-62

Bike on Wax Sp. z o.o. , Wrocław, Polska/ Poland E-35

BIKE2B.pl, Polska/ Poland G-15a

bikeBoard- magazyn rowerowy, Kraków, Polska/ Poland E-1

BIKELAND Sp. z o.o. Sp.k., Sochaczew, Polska/ Poland F-23

BIKELINE, Warszawa, Polska/ Poland F-16

BIKEMAN, Warszawa, Polska/ Poland E-19

BIKEOVO, Wrocław, Polska/ Poland D-50

BIKERSHOP Sp. z o.o. S.k., Kraków, Polska/ Poland E-15

BIKES BAZAAR, Kąty Wrocławskie, Polska/ Poland Z-1

BLUE PILL, Łódź, Polska/ Poland C-69

BO WELL INDUSTRY CO., LTD., Changhua City, Tajwan/ Taiwan C-7

BRAT P.W., Bydgoszcz, Polska/ Poland G-19

Büchel GmbH & Co. Fahrzeugteilefabrik KG, Fulda, Niemcy/ Germany C-16

CAMELBAK, Bielsko-Biała, Polska/ Poland D-37

Centrum Informacji Turystycznej i PTTK, Piotrków Trybunalski, Polska/ Po-

land
D-73

Changzhou Haotu Basket of Fittings Co., Ltd, Changzhou, Chiny/ China D-35

CICLOTURISMO, Rzym, Włochy/ Italy D-72

CONTEST, Żarki Letnisko, Polska/ Poland D-34

COSSACK Sp. z o.o., Nowogród Bobrzański, Polska/ Poland G-32

CROSSO, Warszawa, Polska/ Poland E-22

CULBAGS, Borowianka, Polska/ Poland G-18

DA YU ENTERPRISE CO., LTD., Tianjhong Township, Tajwan/ Taiwan C-36A

DAINESE SPA, Molvena, Włochy/ Italy D-11

DAWSTAR-OLESNO, Stare Olesno, Polska/ Poland C-3

COMPANY NAME / CITY Stand  
nr

DEA Pubblicità Srl, Rzym, Włochy/ Italy D-72

DELTA SPORT, Sochaczew, Polska/ Poland F-22

DEMA SENICA A.S., Senica, Słowacja/ Slovakia C-24

Diamondback (dystrybutor na Polskę: POLBIKE Juliusz Kabath, War-

szawa), Warszawa, Polska/ Poland
E-12

DITRO DEPORTIVO Sp. z o.o., Warszawa, Polska/ Poland A-1

ECOBIKE, Wrocław, Polska/ Poland G-31

ENDURA LTD, Livingston, Wielka Brytania/ United Kingdom G-17

EURO BIKE PRODUCTS, Poznań, Polska/ Poland G-11

EXPAND, Malbork, Polska/ Poland C-29

EXTREME BIKE, Katowice, Polska/ Poland D-3

FIRMA BURGHARDT sp.j., Ostrów Wielkopolski, Polska/ Poland F-9

Fitchoice.eu Sp. z o.o., Kraków, Polska/ Poland D-12

G&M, Siedlce, Polska/ Poland D-8

GARMIN POLSKA Sp. z o.o., Warszawa, Polska/ Poland C-37

GENERAL BIKES INTERNATIONAL BV, Amsterdam, Holandia/ The Netherlands C-18

GEOBIKE Sp. z o.o., Szczecin, Polska/ Poland D-45

GREENLAND GROUP Sp. z o.o., Mikołów, Polska/ Poland E-11

GREGORIO FH, Ustroń, Polska/ Poland C-44

GROMAL, Iława, Polska/ Poland D-75

HARFA-HARRYSON, Wrocław, Polska/ Poland D-6

HCC COMPONENTS Sp. z o.o., Osielsko, Polska/ Poland C-68

Hebei Guangfeng Bicycle Company Limited, Hebei, Chiny/ China D-17

Herrmans (agent i dystrybutor w Polsce: POLBIKE Juliusz Kabath, 

Warszawa), Jakobstad/Pietarsaari, Finlandia/ Finland
E-14

HSE Mateusz Pytko, Warszawa, Polska/ Poland E-25

ILLINOIS ENTERPRISES CO., LTD., Taichung City, Tajwan/ Taiwan C-11

ITALBIKE, Warszawa, Polska/ Poland F-3

IZI P.P.U.H., Częstochowa, Polska/ Polska C-65

J&K ROMSTOM Sp.j., Tomaszów Mazowiecki, Polska/ Poland D-49

J.R. MOTOR-SERVICES G.B. Sp. z o.o., Sopot, Polska/ Poland G-27

Jiaxing Huaxin Electronic Accessary And Bike Co.,Ltd, Jiaxing, Chiny/ China D-36

Jinhua Stars Alloy Rims Co.,Ltd, Jinhua, Chiny/ China C-52

JUMAR, Ruda Śląska, Polska/ Poland D-74

K.T.J. KOLOR Sp. z o.o., Sieradz, Polska/ Poland F-8

KCRAFT CO., LTD., Taichung City, Tajwan/ Taiwan C-6

KENZEL, Imel, Słowacja/ Slovakia E-21

KKS Sp.j., Warszawa, Polska/ Poland D-63

KLAUDEX P.P.H.U., Malbork, Polska/ Poland F-6

KONSBUD HI-FI Sp. z o.o., Piaseczno, Polska/ Poland D-28B

KONTEL Sp. z o.o. Sp.k., Warszawa, Polska/ Poland D-28A

KORUNDI Sp. z o.o., Warszawa, Polska/ Poland G-8

KROSS S.A., Przasnysz, Polska/ Poland E-5

KTM E-16

LANG & CHARUCKI Sp. z o.o., Wrocław, Polska/ Poland D-6

Lanxi Wheeltop Cycle Industries, Ltd, Lanxi, Chiny/ China D-24

LEADER, Warszawa, Polska/ Poland E-25

LEMONBIKE.EU, Pyskowice, Polska/ Poland C-71

LOTTO POLAND BIKE MARATHON, Warszawa, Polska/ Poland D-57

M&W Bike Investment Sp. z o.o., Częstochowa, Polska/ Poland E-7

MACTRONIC Sp. z o.o.Sp.K., Wrocław, Polska/ Poland E-41

Magazyn Bike, Polska/ Poland C-1

MAJDLLER Jan Majchrowski, Wieluń, Polska/ Poland D-9

MALAVI Sp. z o.o.Sp.K., Warszawa, Polska/ Poland D-25

markARTUR, Lublin, Polska/ Poland D-53
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COMPANY NAME / CITY Stand  
nr

MAZOVIA MTB MARATHON, Polska/ Poland D-76

MC SPORT, Łódź, Polska/ Poland C-46

MCM CAR TRAVELS, Wrocław, Polska/ Poland D-52

MEGA HULAJNOGA, Piaseczno, Polska/ Poland G-39

MERIDA POLSKA Sp. z o.o., Zabrze, Polska/ Poland C-47

MESSINGSCHLAGER GmbH & Co. KG, Baunach, Niemcy/ Germany C-19

Miesięcznik POZNAJ ŚWIAT, Gdańsk, Polska/ Poland C-21

MIO, Warszawa, Polska/ Poland D-61

MONTERIA, Przasnysz, Polska/ Poland G-25

MOTOR-LAND Sp.j., Warszawa, Polska/ Poland D-68

MTB KIELCE, Kielce, Polska/ Poland D-67

MTB MAGAZINE, Rzym, Włochy/ Italy D-72

NECO TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY CO., LTD., Taichung City, Tajwan/ Taiwan C-25

NEW AN LUN LAMP (SHENZHEN) Co. LTD, Shenzhen, Chiny/ China D-64

Ningbo Joysun Bicycle Co., Ltd, Ningbo, Chiny/ China D-44

NORTHTEC Sp. z o.o., Czechowice-Dziedzice, Polska/ Poland D-54

OGUMIENIE CST S.C., Zabrze, Polska/ Poland C-49

OPTIMUM s.c., Kielce, Polska/ Poland D-28

PATRON SYSTEM Sp. z o.o. Sp.k., Poznań, Polska/ Poland E-9

PM INVESTMENT GROUP, Karczew, Polska/ Poland D-51

POLEDNIK s.r.o., Frydek-Mistek, Czechy/ Czech Republic C-34

POLKA BIKES Sp. z o.o., Izabelin, Polska/ Poland C-61

Polskie Towarzystwo Turystyczno-Krajoznawcze PTTK, Warszawa, Pol-

ska/ Poland
D-73

POLSPORT GROUP Sp. z o.o., Częstochowa, Polska/ Poland E-27

PORĘBA FHU, Kraków, Polska/ Poland F-21

PREDMAN s.c., Kraków, Polska/ Poland D-27

PRO SPORT, Opole, Polska/ Poland D-7

PRO-BIKE Sp.j., Jelenia Góra, Polska/ Poland G-38

Przedsiębiorstwo HN, Chwaszczyno, Polska/ Poland C-39

RADELLO SPORT, Poznań, Polska/ Poland C-33

RALEIGH (dystrybutor na Polskę: POLBIKE Juliusz Kabath, Warszawa), 

Warszawa, Polska/ Poland
E-12

ROBINSON EUROPE S.A., Bielsko-Biała, Polska/ Poland C-45

ROJAX PHU, Rzeszów, Polska/ Poland C-66

ROSWHEEL POLSKA, Kalisz, Polska/ Poland D-46

Rotwild – Duda-Cars S.A., Poznań, Polska/ Poland D-31

ROW-BEST II, Chorzów, Polska/ Poland G-24

ROWERLAND, Oświęcim, Polska/ Poland G-26

SAIKO, Złotkowo, Polska/ Poland C-28

SAVENO – polska marka rowerowa POLBIKE Juliusz Kabath, Warsza-

wa, Polska/ Poland
E-29

SCOTT Sportech Poland Sp. z o.o., Otwock, Polska/ Poland E-46

SELLE MONTE GRAPPA SRL, Ramon Di Loria, Włochy/ Italy C-22

SEVEN POLSKA s.c., Poznań, Polska/ Poland C-27

Shanghai Noble Industrial Co., Ltd, Shanghai, Chiny/ China D-42

Shengzhou Qirui Manufacture & Trade Co.,Ltd, Shengzhou, Chiny/ China D-39

Shenzhen San Yun Technology Co., Ltd, Shenzhen, Chiny/ China D-23

Shimano Polska Bicycle Parts Sp. z o.o., Gądki, Polska/ Poland F-1, Z-10

SHOCKBLAZE (dystrybutor na Polskę: POLBIKE Juliusz Kabath, War-

szawa), Warszawa, Polska/ Poland
E-29

SHOWA INDUSTRIAL Sp. z o.o., Poznań, Polska/ Poland F-14

SILVINI s.r.o., Zdiby, Czechy/ Czech Republic D-4

SIMPLA s.c., Nysa, Polska/ Poland E-6

SKI SYSTEM Sp. z o.o., Poznań, Polska/ Poland D-58

COMPANY NAME / CITY Stand  
nr

SKILLEDBIKE Sp. z o.o., Podegrodzie, Polska/ Poland F-15

SPEED DURO, Krosno, Polska/ Poland C-68

SPEEDER, Murowana Goślina, Polska/ Poland E-44

SPORT TEAM Sp. z o.o., Kraków, Polska/ Poland E-18

SPORTIMPEX PPHU, Warszawa, Polska/ Poland G-36

SPÓŁDZIELNIA INWALIDÓW IM. H. DERDOWSKIEGO, Chojnice, Polska/ Poland F-4

SUN BABY, Piła, Polska/ Poland G-14

SZOSA Magazyn Pasjonatów Kolarstwa, Wrocław, Polska/ Poland F-12a

TAURUS Z.P.H., Mikołów, Polska/ Poland C-59

THULE Sp. z o.o., Krzyż Wlkp., Polska/ Poland C-17

Tianjin Dacheng Industrial Co.,Ltd, Tianjin, Chiny/ China D-19

Tianjin Juyou Bicycle Co.,Ltd, Tianjin, Chiny/ China D-18

Tianjin Sealife Technology Co., Ltd, Tianjin, Chiny/ China D-43

Tianjin Yakuo Industry Trade Co., Ltd, Tianjin, Chiny/ China D-22

TOM -SKI, Jankowice, Polska/ Poland C-62

TOTAL SPORT Sp. z o.o., Poznań, Polska/ Poland G-33

Total-Care Group Sp. z o. o., Dąbrowa Górnicza, Polska/ Poland D-14

Tradtive Enterprise Ltd., Tainan City, Tajwan/ Taiwan C-36

TRANS-ROWER, Zdziarzec, Polska/ Poland C-51

TRISOLUTION, Radłów, Polska/ Poland D-5

TRYBECO Sp. z o.o., Łódź, Polska/ Poland G-37

UNIBIKE Sp.j., Bydgoszcz, Polska/ Poland F-24

UVEX, Bielsko-Biała, Polska/ Poland E-17

VELO ENT. CO., LTD., Tachia Town, Tajwan/ Taiwan C-38

VELO Sp. z o.o., Gliwice, Polska/ Poland  F-18

Velonews.pl, Polska/ Poland C-48

VENTO CO., Wrocław, Polska/ Poland C-41

VINCERE, Warszawa, Polska/ Poland F-16

VITESSE Sp. z o.o., Wyszogród, Polska/ Poland C-64

VUELTA BULGARIA Ltd, Russe, Bułgaria/ Bulgaria E-24

WEEHOO POLSKA, Warszawa, Polska/ Poland G-35

WERTYKAL S.C., Zabierzów, Polska/ Poland D-38

WHEEL GIANT INC., Changhua City, Tajwan/ Taiwan C-32

WINORA-STAIGER GmbH, Sennfeld, Niemcy/ Germany E-8

WOODEN BARREL, Opole, Polska/ Poland G-34

wRower.pl - Rowery od A do Z, Wrocław, Polska/ Poland E-33

www.bikeWorld.pl, Gdynia, Polska/ Poland E-4

Wydawnictwo GRABEK MEDIA. Sp. z o. o. MAGAZYN ROWEROWY 

Czasopismo ludzi aktywnych, Białystok, Polska / Poland
E-32

YEDOO, Praga, Czechy/ Czech Republic C-23

YOTA Sp. z o.o., Katowice, Polska/ Poland C-15

ZANCHETTA ANDREA S., Lucia Di Piave, Włochy/ Italy C-31

ZASADA Sp. z o.o., Wieluń, Polska/ Poland E-31

ZEG Zweirad-Einkaufs-Genossenschaft eG, Köln, Niemcy/ Germany E-42

ZEIT BICYCLE INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD., Huatan Township, Tajwan/ Taiwan C-35

Z-TECH Sp. z o.o., Kraków, Polska/ Poland C-72
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ACCESS TO TARGI KIELCE EXPO CENTRE
By car - see the map 
Municipal public transport: 
25 route (Targi Kielce stop) 
110 route (Zakładowa street stop)
36, 37, 54, 112 routes (Batalionów Chłopskich III stop)
9, 32 routes (Łódzka/ Przęsłowa stop)

Bus timetables - ZTM Kielce 

Taxi:
ALFA, telephone 344 44 44, 668 599 622
LIDER, telephone 19 666, 345 88 88
TELE TAXI, telephone 800 400 400, 19 191

PARKING LOT FOR VISITORS
Parking ticket price:
passenger cars: 15 PLN
coaches and buses: 20 PLN

EXPO TICKETS PRICES
free admission for on-line registered visitors or visitors who present 
business cards / store’s or company’s stamp (sports industry insi-
ders); registration for business-insiders available at KIELCE BIKE-
-EXPO: www.bike-expo.targikielce.pl „FOR VISITORS” tab
On 29 and 30.09 (business-insiders days) - fare for people outside 
the industry: 60 PLN,
On 1.10 (Exhibition open to the public): tickets 20 PLN.
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THE EXPO CATALOGUE
Catalogue price: 40 PLN
Catalogue price - mail orders after the show (shipping included): 57 PLN 

EXPO OPENING HOURS
29.09.2016: 10.00–18.00
30.09.2016: 10.00–18.00
1.10.2016: 10.00–17.00

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Free WiFi Internet connection 
Restaurants and fast food bars
 

EXPO-ACCOMPANYING EVENTS
CYCLISTS-FRIENDLY COMMUNE COMPETITION FINALS 25.09.2015
Mazovia MTB MARATHON: 1.10.2016
BIKE MARATHON: September 2017 
LOTTO POLAND BIKE MARATON
KIELCE BIKE-EXPO AWARD
Industry Trainings (detailed program on www.bike-expo.pl website)

INFORMATION AND INQUIRIES
Exhibitor Service Office (during the Expo opening hours)
41 365 12 68
41 365 13 01
41 365 12 66
41 365 12 67
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HOP ON A BUS IN WARSAW, ŁÓDZ AND KATOWICE
and come to the KIELCE BIKE-EXPO at Targi KielceThis year’s expo features 
a novelty - a bus that will bring visitors from Warsaw, Łódz and Katowice. A bus 
ticket price is 40 PLN (a return ticket). The price includes exhibition admission, 
the expo catalogues and a 10% discount voucher for a meal in the restaurant 
located in the F Expo Hall.
Ticket booking deadline - 15 September. We are looking forward to seeing you!

A Expo Hall: BICYCLES TEST - ZONE
B Expo Hall: MAZOVIA MTB MARATHON - 1.10.2016
C,D,E,F,G Expo Halls: TARGI KIELCE BIKE EXPO
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ZAMANA GROUP
Cezary Zamana - a cycling champion keeps up 
the pace and remains one of the peleton’s front-
-runners. This has been another successful year for 
Zamana’s organisation under the banner of a sur-
plus in plans realization. Not only has the Tour de 
Pologne winner strengthened the household-name 
brand - Mazovia MTB Marathon, Poland’s largest 
cycle. He has also expanded the offer to include 
the new, stage-race in the mountains - the Star of 
South. Kross Road Tour road cycle has also been 
vibrantly developing: this has gradually advanced 
to become an undisputed leader in this market 
segment. Zamana Group’s portfolio therefore in-
cludes the six cycling events recognized all over 
Poland - summer and winter MTB cycle, a cycle 
of road races, two stage-raced - in mountainous 
areas and in the Warmia and Mazury, Poland’s only 
24-hour race - Mazovia 24 Marathon.

Proven quality 
For many years, the Mazovia MTB Marathon has 
been Zamana Group’s hallmark - a race cycle 
organized in diverse landscapes of northern and 
central Poland. Last year southern Poland joined-
-in. On regular basis, it has attracted as many as 
1,000 cyclists in different- age categories. Accor-
ding to the bikers, what makes the cycle attractive 
is its excellent organisation and supreme safety 
standards. Cezary Zamana has been the first to 
introduce sector-starts for the contestants. Not 
without significance is the excellent atmosphere, 
this aspect has been nurtured for over 10 years . 
Thanks to this atmosphere, participants feel like 
part of a big, cycling family. This family includes 
even kindergarten kids. The youngest children can 
compete at fringe-events held next to the major 
competition-races. The famous TV Mini Mini fish is 
the host 

Good routes first and foremost 
Mazovia MTB Marathon has been refining the 
route selection, looking for the most attractive 
areas to stage MTB marathons. After many years 
in Mazovia, Cezary Zamana now invites bikers 
to explore the most beautiful parts in all corners 
of Poland. This has become the event’s greatest 
asset. 

LOTTO POLAND BIKE
MARATHON
This series boasts the greatest potentials. This is 
Poland’s first league, the most powerful Mazow-
sze and Warsaw’s vicinity. LOTTO Poland Bike 
Marathon organized by Grzegorz Wajs has now 
become a high-recognition brand. Poland Bike 
Marathon’s slogan has remained unchanged for 
eight years - „Set off with us!” Cycling is our pas-
sion” says it all.

M A R A T H O N S

Record-breaking marathons
LOTTO Poland Bike Marathon - year after year it has 
broken records of participants. Thousands of pe-
ople hit the start line. Bikes are labelled with distincti-
ve, round numbers. The three routes for participants 
and Mini Cross for preschoolers. The competition 

is always enhanced with heated atmosphere and 
professional setting. This makes LOTTO Poland 
Bike Marathon a most appreciated and liked series 
among MTB aficionados. Poland Bike’s fanpage on 
Facebook boasts 12 thousand followers!
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Perfection and fun
Perfect organization comes at the top of priority list. 
Each participant may make use the free bicycle re-
pair shop. Food counters along the route and in 
the Poland Bike Town, for the youngest there is the 
Juniors’ Cabin. Poland Bike is a great fun for the 
whole family.

More than marathons
LOTTO Poland Bike Marathon includes 15 sta-
ges in a cycle. Poland Bike team also organizes 
Warsaw Winter Triathlon, Team Polish Champion-
ships - MTB Amateurs, Polish MTB Champion-
ships - Amateur Pairs, Polish MTB Champion-
ship - Medicine and Pharmacy, as well as the 
iconic Stanislaw Królak Cycling Memorial in the 
centre of Warsaw, We look forward to seeing you. 

More information at www.polandbike.pl
and www.facebook.com/Poland.Bike.Marathon

MTB BIKE MARATON
A well-known brand at the Polish market and 
a permanent fixture on marathon calendar. Po-
land’s largest MTB cycle strength is undoubte-
dly the fact that it is the oldest event of its kind 
- now held for sixteen years. The Bike Marathon 
triggered the whole movement, its creators bla-
zed the way for others. Of course experience 
and brand are never enough, market position 
needs to be nurtured by continuous gaining 
trust and excellent reputation among partici-
pants. Every year the racing offer is even big-
ger. It is real craft and challenge is retain regu-
lar participants and at the same win new ones. 
Everyone knows what the Bike Marathon is, but 
many also want to try their hand at other events, 
to benchmark.
A source of surprise and pride is the fact that 
cycle enjoys faithful buffs - facts and figures 
speak for themselves. No other Poland’s mass 
MTB race had exceeded the magic of 2,000 
people at the start line. In April 2016, the Bike 
Marathon in Miękinia hit the number - exactly 
2,027 people were waiting at the start-line to set 
off. What makes people want to take part in the-
se competitions? Grabek Promotion - the cycle 
organizer has for years bet on „races for all”. 
This might appear a naive assumption, seemin-
gly the national elite bikers and novices and 
those who simply want to take a ride for twenty 
kilometres are irreconcilable. The route howe-
ver has been divided into three distance-sche-
mes with difficulty gradation; the shortest and 
easiest MINI, the average MEGA and truly com-
petitive GIGA. Attractive locations, interesting 
routes, new places, back-up, fringe-events, the 
competition-town, benefits for bikers - this and 
much more makes the Bike Marathon boast up-
-to-scratch organizational level. Cyclists simply 

trust the organizers. Do not forget that Grabek 
Promotion offer encompasses more than the 
Bike Marathon. You need to realise that the or-
ganization of such a large cycle is a complex 
and difficult logistic undertaking, begins long 
before the start and ends long after the last sta-
ge. There are also MTB Bike Adventure stage 
races - for several years staged in Jizera Mo-
untains and Giant Mountains. It is like a MTB 
marathon you join day-in day-out, for four days 
in a roll. This is the experience for really tough 
guys. A series of road races for amateurs under 
the banner of Road Racing Classic, the tradi-
tional and iconic Uphill Race Śnieżka, the pre-

stigious XC race branded by Maja Włoszczow-
ska - Maja Trophy Race ... this is only a part of 
Grabek Promotion organizational commitments 
apart from Bike Marathon cycle. And yet ano-
ther unprecedented novelty - the September’s 
Jelenia Gora marathon. In addition to the Po-
lish Championships in MTB Marathons, this is 
also Poland’s first international marathon of HC 
series by the UCI. Bike Marathon marks its pla-
ce in Poland’s MTB sector already for sixteenth 
time. The cycle generates new ideas and races, 
next generation are ready to join in. We are not 
slowing down, we do not rest on laurels. Let’s 
go ahead, together! n




